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I have been using my sebtags custom tag set (or parts thereof) for the last three or four years and they
are now finally ready for beta.

These custom tags area really three sets of loosely-related tags which I will discuss individually in
upcoming entries.

cf_sebForm

The sebForm tag set was created for adding and updating records, but can be used for any purpose.
The forms created by sebForm can interact with CFCs both for data retrieval and for the form action
itself. When using the form with a CFC action, sebForm passes in each form field as an argument in the
CFC. The sebForm custom tag doesn't know anything about the CFC method and the CFC method need
not know anything about the sebForm custom tag.

The form is skinnable and customizable. It is fully accessible and manages both client-side validation
and server side validation. It has several built in validations, but these can be customized as well.

cf_sebTable

The sebTable tag set was created for viewing multiple records at one time. Although it can be used
anywhere, it was built specifically for administrative areas of web sites. Like the sebForm tag set, it is
skinnable and can interact with CFCs both to retrieve data and to take actions.

cf_sebMenu

Of the three parts of the sebtags tag set, cf_sebMenu is the least mature. If you have CF8, the cfmenu
tag set would likely be a better option. If not, then cf_sebMenu is a good option for working with
menus for an administrative area of a web site.

More Information

I don't yet have a lot of information about the workings of each tag (I plan to create several blog
entries in the near future), but the following resources should be immediately helpful:

Demonstration Site: Shows sebtags used with DataMgr (the two aren't related)
Documentation
Examples: Some very old examples of the tags that should still be relevant

The sebtags custom tag set is open source and free for any use.
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http://demo.bryantwebconsulting.com/
http://www.bryantwebconsulting.com/cftags/
http://www.bryantwebconsulting.com/cftags/examples/
http://sebtags.riaforge.org/

